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Top lines

 The Labour Party supports trade agreements which can bring significant benefits through boosting trade
and growth, securing and creating jobs, and bringing down costs and extending choice for consumers. 

 The Transatlantic  Trade  and Investment  Partnership  (TTIP),  a  trade  agreement  between the  US,  the
world’s largest economy, and the largest single market,  the EU, has the potential to bring significant
benefits. Europe and the United States are our most important markets today.  Indeed, the US is the UK’s
biggest  export  market  and  likewise  the  UK  economy attracts  a  significant  level  of  Foreign  Direct
Investment (FDI) from across the Atlantic.

 That’s why we support the principles behind these negotiations and recognise that more and better trade is
good for the UK. 

 More can be done to make that easier, including tackling non-tariff barriers and improving market access,
which could benefit our car industry where a regulatory regime inhibits more exports to the US from the
UK. Removing barriers and boosting growth is behind the purpose of TTIP. 

 However, we do have four main areas of concern: 

 Public services: we share the concerns that have been raised about the impact that TTIP could have on
public services, particularly the NHS.

 It could encourage commercialisation of public services. Labour is against this and believes that the
NHS and all public services need to be more, not less, integrated. That is why we believe that the NHS
should  be  exempt  from  the  agreement.  Other  countries  have  sought  to  exempt  areas  from  the
agreement but this Government has not done this. In any case the Conservative believes that there
should be more private provision in the NHS. 

 ISDS: the other main concern is that our plans to reverse privatisation of the NHS could result in those
companies seeking compensation for loss of potential earnings as per the ISDS provision (see below) 

 Ministers have been totally incoherent in their approach to the NHS and TTIP. Their position has
changed with mixed messages  from the Trade  Minister  Lord  Livingstone and the  Department  of
Health.

 The Tory-led government must be explicit – they will not support a treaty which includes the NHS.

 ISDS: Labour is also questioning the inclusion of the investment dispute mechanism - Investor State
Dispute Settlement (ISDS) - in TTIP.

 We believe that the right of governments to legislate for legitimate public policy objectives should be
protected  effectively  in  any  dispute  resolution  mechanisms.  In  recent  months,  the  European
Commission has instigated several changes which have improved the transparency of the agreement,
however it can and must go further. 

 We share concerns about the ISDS provisions, which have already become a major issue during these
negotiations and there are concerns could become a stumbling block to reaching an agreement.

 That is why Labour has been calling for far greater transparency around an exclusion for legislation in
the public interest.
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 Standards: the benefits of any treaty must filter down to employees and consumers 

 Treaties  can  cement  and  even  increase  labour,  consumer,  environmental  and  safety  standards.
Concerns have been raised that TTIP could reduce standards, although the principle behind the treaty
is to keep or raise standards rather than reduce them

 Labour will only support an agreement that avoids a race to the bottom and promotes decent jobs and
growth  and  would  safeguard  standards.  We  will  hold  the  UK  government  and  the  European
Commission to account on these specific issues.

 Non-inclusion of the US States: A significant stumbling block has been raised that the US states are not
covered by the agreement and therefore procurement will not opened up. This mean we could be at a
disadvantage as our markets are opened up but not to the same extent in the US. This is important because
significant procurement spend in the US is at the State level. 

 Timetable and process: 

 The process has not been as transparent as can be. The EU has only just published the negotiation
mandate 

 The new incoming Commissioner for Trade has signalled a shift in stance and more will emerge as
they take up the post 

 A number of worries similar to our own have been raised by members states and these would need to
be reflected to secure agreement and will need to be taken on board by the new Commissioner 

 The process is likely to continue to the end of next year so it is not a ‘done deal’ 

Background

Following the EU-US summit in November 2011, the Transatlantic Economic Council (TEC) established a
high-level working group on jobs and growth.  The group published its final report in February 2013 and
recommended  that  “a  comprehensive  agreement  that  addresses  a  broad  range  of  bilateral  trade  and
investment issues...would provide the most significant mutual benefit.”

The European Commission (EC) and US Government announced that they had agreed to initiate negotiations
for a free trade agreement called the Transatlantic Trade and Investment Partnership (TTIP).  The EC and US
Government have said that the main aims of the TTIP are to:

· Increase trade between the US and EU;

· Reduce tariff barriers;

· Align regulations and standards;

· Improve protection for overseas investors through Investor-State Dispute Settlement (ISDS); and

· Increase access to services and government procurement markets by foreign providers.

The EU have said:

“independent studies suggest an EU-US trade accord could generate enough growth and jobs to
make families in the EU up to €540 better off each year. They would also gain access to a wider
range of high-quality products and services than ever before. And in many cases they'd pay less than
they do now.”

Negotiations  were launched at  the  G8 summit  at  Lough Erne in  June 2013 and there  have been seven
negotiating rounds to date:

- Round 1 - July 2013. 

- Round 2 –  November  2013 (previously scheduled for  October  but  was postponed due to  the  US
Government shutdown).

- Round 3 - December 2013.



- ‘Stocktaking’ – February 2014.  The then EU Trade Commissioner Karel De Gucht met with US Trade
Representative Michael Froman.

- Round 4 - March 2014

- Round 5 - May

- Round 6 – July 2014

- Round 7 – Sept/Oct 2014

Following the European Parliament elections in May this year, a new Trade Commissioner is now in the
process of being appointed. The Commissioner-designate is Cecilia Malmström.

In recent weeks the Commission and the Council of the EU made publicly available the negotiation mandate
for the TTIP. It can be viewed online here -

http://www.consilium.europa.eu/uedocs/cms_Data/docs/pressdata/EN/foraff/145014.pdf

This was welcomed by S&D colleagues in the European Parliament.  Scottish MEP and S&D spokesperson
on international trade David Martin said:

"This is not before time and not without significance. The Council has finally lifted the lid on its
priorities for TTIP and can now be held to account. We can only get a good, balanced deal if all
sides are transparent about their positions.

“Socialist and Democrat MEPs have been clear we want ISDS (the investor-state dispute system)
removed from the treaty and EU public services and standards to be protected. It is now time for
national governments to explain the contents of the mandate which they unanimously approved."

Public Services and the NHS

 Concerns about the interaction between the public services, particularly the NHS and the TTIP have been
widely expressed. Specifically, there are concerns that our NHS will be exposed to privatisation through
TTIP. 

 In a letter to key EU and UK decision makers, the British Medical Association (BMA) pointed out the
dangers in this, highlighting that research in England indicates that the commercialisation of healthcare
can have a negative impact on patients and providers. 

 In  response,  the  UK Government  has  said  to  the  BMA that  the  NHS will  be  protected  during  the
negotiations and previous free trade agreements have excluded the procurement of health care services. 

 A spokesperson for the Department of Health told the International Business Times in August that the
NHS is not up for discussion, saying: 

"We  have  no  intention  of  allowing  the  TTIP to  dictate  the  opening  up  of  NHS  services  to  further
competition; and it will not do so. The NHS will always be free at the point of use for everyone who needs
it.”

 However, Trade Minister Lord Livingston said in September that the TTIP would not have any impact on
the NHS and, therefore, the UK negotiation team will not be pushing for its exclusion. 

 These mixed messages are troubling and the Government needs commit, as Labour has, that the NHS
must be exempt from the final TTIP agreement: 

 Shadow Health Secretary, Andy Burnham said:

“To make matters worse an EU-US trade deal called TTIP threatens to lock-in privatisation. It will
give US and Wall Street investors the right to sue the UK government in secret courts if it attempts to
reverse  privatisation.  David  Cameron has  done  nothing  to  ensure  our  health  services  have  been
excluded from this trade deal.”

 Shadow Minister for Trade and Investment, Ian Murray, said:

“While we are supportive overall we have some concerns…especially with regard to the NHS. We
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would not want the NHS compromised through TTIP and are seeking commitments on this.”

 Commissioner-designate  Malmström has  said  public  services,  including  health,  education  and  water
management, were not on the agenda and that there was no obligation for national governments to include
such sectors in order to enjoy the benefits of TTIP.

Investor-State-Dispute-Settlement (ISDS)

 ISDS is one of the most  controversial aspects of the TTIP and has attracted significant attention and
opposition over recent months. 

 ISDS is  a  dispute  mechanism,  commonly used  in  trade  agreements  and bilateral  investment  treaties
(BITs). It allows investors to take proceedings against a government that is party to that trade agreement.
If the government is found to be in breach of the agreements obligations, the investor can receive redress,
which can be in  the form of  monetary compensation.  It  has  been argued that  such agreements with
countries like China,  could bring benefits  to UK companies at  it  could afford them protection when
trading in those countries. However, the same case has not been made with regard to the US. 

 The UK has ISDS arrangements in all of its 92 BITs. There are only two publicly known claims have
been brought against the UK under ISDS, and neither was in connection with a change in public policy. 

 Earlier this year, the European Commission held a public on-line consultation on ISDS and suspended
negotiations on this aspect of the treaty during the three-month consultation. 

 149,000 responses were received with over a third (52,000) coming from the UK. 

 The  Commission  will  analyse  the  responses  and  report  on  the  outcome.  Once  the  analysis  is
completed, the Commission will indicate what the next steps are likely to be.

 We welcomed the Commission’s consultation on this aspect and urged the UK Government to take the
opportunity to raise concerns about economic and political risks of ISDS and ensure that there is full
transparency within the agreement. 

 The UK Government supports the inclusion of ISDS in TTIP: 

“The ISDS provisions in TTIP are still under negotiation. We believe these provisions must strike the right
balance  between  protecting  investors  and  the  host  nation’s  right  to  regulate  and  determine  policy.
Balanced investment protection provisions in TTIP could act as a model for future trade and investment
agreements.”

 In recent weeks, the Trade Commissioner-designate, Cecilia Malmström, has sent mixed messages about
her approach to ISDS.

 In a comment released prior to her hearing, Malmström appeared to refute the need for ISDS, saying.
The statement said:

"No limitation of the jurisdiction of courts in the EU member states will be accepted in this context;
this clearly means that no investor-state dispute settlement mechanism will be part of that agreement."

 This  was  welcomed  by  many,  including  the  European  Parliament’s  S&D  group.  However,  the
statement was later retracted. She said:

"the sentence everybody is so excited about on ISDS / TTIP is not written by me in the final version of
my answer to the EP [European Parliament]."

 Subsequently, Malmström told her appointment hearing in September at the European Parliament in
Brussels that a proposed trade-pact measure that would give companies the right to sue countries was a
“nuclear weapon” that might have to be abandoned.

 Labour believes that the right of governments to legislate for legitimate public policy objectives should be
protected effectively in any dispute resolution mechanisms. In recent months, the European Commission



has instigated several changes which have improved the transparency of the agreement, however it can
and must go further. 

 We share concerns about the ISDS provisions, which have already become a major issue during these
negotiations and there are concerns could become a stumbling block to reaching an agreement. 

 At the very least we need to see far greater transparency around an exclusion for legislation in the public
interest.

Standard letter back to constituents
Dear xxxx

Thank you for writing to me about the Transatlantic Trade and Investment Partnership (TTIP), a free-trade
agreement that is currently being negotiated between the USA and the EU.

The Labour Party supports trade agreements which can bring significant benefits through boosting trade and
growth, securing and creating jobs, and bringing down costs and extending choice for consumers. 

The Transatlantic Trade and Investment Partnership (TTIP), a trade agreement between the US, the world’s
largest economy, and the largest single market, the EU, has the potential to bring significant benefits. Europe
and the United States are the UKs’ most important markets today. Indeed, the US is the UK’s biggest export
market and likewise the UK economy attracts a significant level of Foreign Direct Investment (FDI) from
across the Atlantic. That’s why we support the principles behind these negotiations and recognise that more
and better trade is good for the UK. Reducing barriers could for example help our car industry export more
vehicles to the US where there are regulations inhibiting this and negotiations could remove.

However, we do have four main areas of concern: 

 Public  services:  we  share  the  concerns  about  the  impact  that  TTIP could  have  on  public  services
encouraging commercialisation, particularly in the NHS. Labour believes that the NHS and all public
services need to be more, not less, integrated.  That is why we believe that the NHS should be exempt
from  the  agreement.  Other  countries  have  sought  to  exempt  areas  from  the  agreement  but  this
Government has not done this. Labour will continue to press for exemption. 

 Investor  State  Dispute  Resolution(ISDS):  this  is  a  dispute  mechanism,  commonly  used  in  trade
agreements and bilateral investment treaties. It allows investors to take proceedings against a government
that is party to that trade agreement. If the government is found to be in breach of the obligations, the
investor can receive redress. There is a major concern that the ISDS provisions could hinder our plans to
reverse the privatisation of the NHS as it could result in those companies seeking compensation for loss
of potential earnings. We believe that it is a right of governments to be able to legislate in the public
interest and this should be protected effectively in any dispute resolution mechanisms. The European
Commission has instigated several  changes which have improved the transparency of the agreement,
however it can and must go further. That is why Labour has been calling for far greater transparency
around an exclusion for legislation in the public interest, like the NHS. 

 Standards: the benefits of any treaty must filter down to employees and consumers. Treaties can cement
and even increase labour, consumer, environmental and safety standards. Concerns have been raised that
TTIP could reduce standards, although the principle behind the treaty is to keep or raise standards rather
than reduce them. Labour will only support an agreement that avoids a race to the bottom and promotes
decent jobs and growth and would safeguard standards. 

 Non-inclusion of the US States: A significant stumbling block has been raised that the US states are not
covered by the agreement and therefore procurement will not opened up. This mean we could be at a
disadvantage as our markets are opened up but not to the same extent in the US. This is important because
significant procurement spend in the US is at the State level.

A number of worries similar to our own have been raised by member states and these would need to be
reflected to secure agreement and will need to be taken on board by the new incoming trade Commissioner. 

I hope this is helpful and outlines our position with regard to TTIP.


